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Kempower to showcase modular and scalable EV fast charging 
solutions at Busworld Europe 2023 

 

● Kempower will present its DC fast charging solutions portfolio at Booth 833 at 
Busworld Europe between October 7th and 12th in Brussels, Belgium.  

● The modularity and scalability of Kempower’s DC fast charging solutions enable 
electric fleet owners to easily scale up their charging infrastructure as their fleets 
grow.  

● Kempower ChargEye for Depot, a cloud-based charging management software, helps 
fleet owners run safe and secure depots and offer reliable services to the public. 

 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM – Kempower will present its state-of-the-art EV fast charging 
solutions at Busworld Europe 2023 between October 7th and 12th in Brussels, 
Belgium. The company’s experts will be at the event at Booth 833a in Hall 8. 

Kempower offers a complete DC fast charging solution with a modular and 
scalable design, making it easy for operators to scale up charging infrastructure 
as their electric fleet expands. The company’s dynamic power distribution 
capabilities allow charging capacity to be dynamically distributed to vehicles, 
such as electric buses, that need charging the most, maximizing available 
kilowatts at depots and charging hubs.  

Kempower’s product offering also includes Kempower ChargEye for Depot, a 
cloud-based charging management software that helps operators run safe and 
secure depots and minimizes total cost of ownership. The platform allows 
charging to be monitored and controlled in real-time and enables dynamic load 
sharing, which reduces idle time and prevents overload in the charging system.  

Products that Kempower will showcase at its exhibition booth include the 
Kempower Satellite charging system, Kempower Liquid Cooled Satellite, 
Kempower Pantograph Down, and Kempower Movable Charger. Three members 
of the company’s management team will also attend the event - Chief Sales 
Officer Tommi Liuska, Chief Service Business Officer Juha-Pekka Suomela and 
Chief Markets Officer Jussi Vanhanen.  

https://kempower.com/solution/kempower-chargeye-for-depot/
https://kempower.com/solution/distributed-charging-systems/
https://kempower.com/solution/liquid-cooled-satellite/
https://kempower.com/solution/kempower-panto-down/
https://kempower.com/solution/kempower-movable-charger/
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Commenting on the company’s presence at the upcoming Busworld event, 
Tommi Liuska said: 

“Decarbonizing public transportation is a top global priority, with increased 
numbers of electric buses deployed across cities worldwide. Our charging 
technology is playing a crucial role in this e-mobility transition by providing easily 
scalable charging infrastructure with dynamic charging capabilities, enabling 
fleet operators to run reliable and efficient services. We look forward to meeting 
with current and prospective customers at Busworld Europe and sharing our fast-
charging expertise.” 
 
Learn more about Kempower’s offering for electric fleets: 
https://kempower.com/electric-fleets/  
 

-ENDS- 

 

Press images 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ONZbqTQQ1kmo8RxdKUitQvafTKCJph2M?usp=
sharing 
 
Media enquiries:  
Lee Lodge, International PR Director, Life Size Media 
lee@lifesizemedia.com 
+44 (0)78 1207 6914 
 

Kempower in brief 
We design and manufacture reliable and user-friendly DC fast-charging solutions for 
electric vehicles. Our vision is to create the world’s most desired EV charging solutions for 
everyone, everywhere. Our product development and production are based in Finland, 
with the majority of our materials and components sourced locally. We focus on all areas 
of e-mobility, from electric cars, trucks, and buses to machines and marine. Our modular 
and scalable charging system and world-class software are designed by EV drivers for EV 
drivers, enabling the best user experience for our customers around the world. Kempower 
is listed in the Nasdaq First North Growth Market Finland.  
 

www.kempower.com 
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